Letters to the Editor

Monitoring Chronic Patients Between Primary Care and Cardiology

Seguimiento de pacientes crónicos entre atención primaria y cardiology

To the Editor,

We read the Falces et al.1 paper with great interest. It describes a program that integrates cardiology and primary care, comparing it with conventional care. Through their research, the authors went from intuitive management to evidence-based management. This implies integrating specialized healthcare in hospitals and developing outpatient cardiology within them or in specialized health centers, some of which resolve patient problems in one visit.2,3 The article clearly shows how the clinical practice indicators improve when cardiologists are more present in healthcare centers. However, successive visits did not reduce the processes with the most impact—ischemic heart disease, heart failure, valve diseases and hypertrophic cardiomypathy—although consultations did reduce banal issues and atrial fibrillation. The authors justify this because the patients were more severe, which has an impact on patient safety.

In an interlevel integrated healthcare model, the responsibility for public health should fall on the primary care doctor, the actual engine to integrate the levels, using information and communication technology tools, along with increasing individuals’ shared responsibility for their own healthcare.

It is logical to think that healthcare demand is going to increase in coming years, in a society with greater longevity, patients with chronic and multiple disorders,4 a more and better informed population, and increasingly improved access to technology. However, the Sistema Nacional de Salud (Spanish National Health System) is based on different healthcare levels that are not well integrated with one another. Although effective at managing acute processes, they do not provide a good enough response for chronic patients, who must wander from consultation to consultation with different specialists, with poorly integrated care for their multiple disorders and little continuity of care. This segmentation can make access to the health system slow and inefficient. The actual opportunities for change and improvement must come from information and communication technologies, capturing, storing, and transferring information (electronic medical records with integrated medical imaging) and strengthening an online work system to produce results that could be more successful than the sum of all the parts (e-Salud). The traditional healthcare model would be replaced with integrated online centers in which knowledge will be shared, promoting research and education. With e-Salud, the public will be the system’s main focus, improving users’ interaction with the multiple professionals caring for their health. It will represent a quality-oriented healthcare practice planned and organized around highly prevalent and/or resource-consuming processes, with integrated information and communication technologies in all aspects of healthcare.5 It will provide fully integrated (interlevel) healthcare, with up-to-date clinical pathways where the functions of each healthcare level and the referral criteria are identified, offering bi-directional communication with the public (Salud 2.0).6 Finally, it will be very useful to analyze the information to discover trends or patterns from which ideas could be taken and conclusions extracted with “business intelligence” tools. In summary, it is about being able to convert data into information, and being able to discover knowledge from this information.
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